Time is an important relevance signal when searching streams of social media posts. e distribution of document timestamps from the results of an initial query can be leveraged to infer the distribution of relevant documents, which can then be used to rerank the initial results. Previous experiments have shown that kernel density estimation is a simple yet e ective implementation of this idea. is paper explores an alternative approach to mining temporal signals with recurrent neural networks. Our intuition is that neural networks provide a more expressive framework to capture the temporal coherence of neighboring documents in time. To our knowledge, we are the rst to integrate lexical and temporal signals in an end-to-end neural network architecture, in which existing neural ranking models are used to generate query-document similarity vectors that feed into a bidirectional LSTM layer for temporal modeling. Our results are mixed: existing neural models for document ranking alone yield limited improvements over simple baselines, but the integration of lexical and temporal signals yield signi cant improvements over competitive temporal baselines.
INTRODUCTION
ere is a large body of literature in information retrieval that has established the importance of modeling the temporal characteristics of documents as well as queries for various information seeking tasks [4-9, 18, 24, 25] . Such techniques are particularly important for searching real-time social media streams such as Twi er, which rapidly evolves in reaction to real-world events. In this paper, we tackle the problem of retrospective ad hoc retrieval over a collection of short, temporally-ordered social media posts (tweets). Given information needs expressed as queries, we aim to build systems that return high-quality ranked lists of relevant tweets.
We are motivated by Efron et al. 's temporal cluster hypothesis [8] , which stipulates that in search tasks where time plays an important role (such as ours), relevant documents tend to cluster together in time, and that this property can be exploited to improve search effectiveness. Efron et al. take advantage of kernel density estimation (KDE) to infer the temporal distribution of relevant documents from an initial search; the inferred distribution is then used to rerank the original documents. Experiments show that this approach is simple yet e ective [8, 29] .
In this paper, we take the KDE technique as a baseline and explore an alternative approach for temporal modeling using recurrent neural networks. Such models have been successfully applied to many sequence learning tasks in natural language processing where the modeling units are temporally dependent (e.g., tagging and parsing). We draw a connection between the temporal clustering of documents, where the relevance of one document may a ect its neighbors, to a sequence learning task, and explore the hypothesis that recurrent neural networks provide a rich, expressive modeling framework to capture such temporal signals. To this end, we build a uni ed neural network model to integrate lexical and temporal relevance signals, and we examine the e ectiveness of several existing neural rankings models that consider only query-document textual similarity. We wondered how they would fare in the context of noisy social media posts.
Contributions. We view this work as having two contributions: (1) We examined the e ectiveness of several existing neural ranking models on standard tweet test collections. Results show that, in considering only lexical signals, they yield limited improvements over simple baselines, suggesting that social media search presents a di erent set of challenges compared to traditional ad hoc retrieval (e.g., over newswire documents). (2) We present, to our knowledge, the rst end-to-end neural network architecture that integrates lexical and temporal signals.
Using the best lexical modeling component (from above), we are able to obtain signi cant improvements over competitive temporal baselines on standard tweet test collections.
RELATED WORK 2.1 Temporal Information Retrieval
ere is a long thread of research exploring the role of temporal signals in search [4-9, 18, 30, 32] , and it is well established that for certain tasks, be er modeling of the temporal characteristics of queries and documents can lead to higher retrieval e ectiveness.
For example, Jones and Diaz [16] studied the temporal pro les of queries, classifying queries as atemporal, temporally ambiguous, or temporally unambiguous. ey showed that the temporal distribution of retrieved documents can provide an additional source of evidence to improve rankings. Building on this, Li and Cro [18] introduced recency priors that favor more-recent documents. Dakka et al. [4] proposed an approach to temporal modeling based on moving windows to integrate query-speci c temporal evidence with lexical evidence. Efron et al. [7] presented several language modeling variants that incorporate query-speci c temporal evidence.
e most direct point of comparison to our work (as discussed in the introduction) is the use of non-parametric density estimation to infer the temporal distribution of relevant documents from an initial list of retrieved documents [8, 29] . Most recently, Rao et al. [32] proposed alternative models that a empt to make such predictions directly from query term statistics, obviating the need for an initial retrieval stage. ere have been several other studies of time-based pseudo relevance feedback. Keikha et al. [17] represented queries and documents with their normalized term frequencies in the time dimension and used a time-based similarity metric to measure relevance. Craveiro et al. [3] exploited the temporal relationship between words for query expansion. Choi and Cro [2] presented a method to select time periods for expansion based on users' behaviors (i.e., retweets). Rao et al. [28] proposed a continuous hidden Markov model to identify temporal burst states in order to select be er query expansion terms.
In addition to ranking, modeling temporal signals has also been shown to bene t related tasks such as behavior prediction [24, 25] , time-sensitive query auto-completion [35] , and real-time query suggestion [19] . For example, Radinsky et al. [24, 25] built predictive models to learn query dynamics from historical user data.
Neural Information Retrieval
Following great successes in computer vision, speech recognition, and natural language processing, we have recently seen a new wave of research applying neural networks to information retrieval. Huang et al. [15] proposed a technique called Deep Structured Semantic Modeling (DSSM), which has led to follow-on work [34, 37] . e basic idea is to use a feedforward function to learn low-dimensional vector representations of queries and documents, aiming to capture latent semantic information in texts. Recently, Guo et al. [10] proposed a deep relevance matching model for ad hoc retrieval, pointing out di erences between search and many NLP problems. Mitra et al. [20] presented a neural matching model to combine local and global interactions between queries and documents. ere are many other applications of neural networks to information retrieval, for example, relevance-based word embeddings [39] , voice search with hierarchical recurrent neural networks [31] , reinforcement learning for query reformulation [21] , and generative adversarial training for retrieval models [38] .
On a slightly di erent thread, there has been work on modeling textual similarity between short text pairs. Severyn and Moschi i [33] proposed a convolutional neural network (CNN) for exactly this, which was further expanded and analyzed by Rao et al. [27] . He et al. [11] proposed an ensemble approach of CNNs that take advantage of di erent types of convolutional feature maps, pooling methods, and window sizes to capture sentence pair similarity from multiple perspectives. Rao et al. [26] extended this line of work by studying di erent negative sampling strategies in a pairwise ranking framework, which obtains state-of-the-art accuracy on a standard question answering benchmark dataset.
APPROACH
We present a neural network architecture that integrates lexical and temporal signals, shown in Figure 1 . e overall architecture consists of distinct components for lexical modeling, to capture e lexical modeling component can be viewed as a black box for producing querydocument similarity vectors. A temporally-ordered sequence of these vectors feed into our bidirectional LSTM for temporal modeling.
query-document similarity, and temporal modeling, to capture relevance signals contained in the temporal sequencing of documents.
e two components are independent and in particular we can view the lexical modeling component as a black box, allowing us to explore di erent architectures. However, as we explain later, the entire model is trained end-to-end in a two-stage process.
Lexical Modeling. e architecture for the lexical modeling component is shown in the lower half of Figure 1 , where each "slice" of the network is identical (i.e., with shared parameters). Each instance of the model takes as input a query and a document to generate a query-document similarity vector . is is accomplished by translating an input sequence of tokens (either the query or the document) into a sequence of distributional vectors [w 1 , w 2 , ...w |S | ], where |S | is the length of the token sequence, from a word embedding lookup layer. e resulting matrix then feeds into a neural network. At a high level, this similarity model can be viewed as a black box, but we describe several instantiations below.
Temporal Modeling. e architecture of the temporal modeling component is shown in the upper half of Figure 1 . We use a bidirectional LSTM where the inputs are the query-document similarity vectors from the lexical modeling component, sorted in time order.
at is, documents from the training set are temporally ordered, and the lexical modeling component is applied to the query paired with each individual document to yield a collection of query-document similarity vectors { 0 , 1 , . . . , n }. e output of the bidirectional LSTM feeds into a fully-connected layer plus so max to yield a prediction of document relevance . Note that each instance of the fully-connected layer and so max share parameters.
In what follows, we describe each of the components in detail.
Lexical Modeling Component
In this work, we considered three existing approaches to generating query-document similarity vectors. All three adopt what is commonly known as a "Siamese" structure [1] , with two subnetworks processing the query and document in parallel, yielding a "joined" representation that feeds into a relevance modeling component:
DSSM [15] : e Deep Structured Semantic Model (DSSM) is an early application of neural networks to web search. One of its key features is a word hashing layer that converts all tokens into trigrams, which greatly reduces the size of the vocabulary space to help handle misspellings and other noisy text input. In parallel, the dense hashed features from either the query or the document feed into a multi-layer perceptron with a so max on top to make the nal relevance prediction. We take the intermediate semantic representation of the query and document, just before the so max, as our query-document similarity vector.
SM [33] : e convolutional neural network (CNN) proposed by Severyn and Moschi i [33] has been previously applied to question answering as well as tweet reranking. In both the query and document subnetworks, convolutional feature maps are applied to the input embedding matrix, followed by ReLU activation and simple max-pooling, to arrive at a representation vector x q for the query and x d for the document. Intermediate representations are concatenated into a single vector at the join layer:
where x sim de nes the bilinear similarity between x q and x d . e nal component consists of "extra features" x feat derived from four word overlap measures between the query and the document.
In the original SM model, the join vector feeds into a fullyconnected layer and so max for nal relevance prediction, but in our approach we use the join vector x join as the query-document similarity vector.
Multi-Perspective CNN [11] :
is approach was developed at roughly the same time as the SM model and can be described as an ensemble of convolutional neural networks. e "multi-perspective" idea refers to di erent types of convolutional feature maps, pooling methods, and window sizes to capture semantic similarity between textual inputs. Another key feature is a similarity measurement layer to explore the interactions between the learned convolutional feature maps at di erent levels of granularity. At the time the work was published, it achieved state-of-the-art e ectiveness on several semantic modeling tasks such as paraphrase detection and question answering (although other models have improved upon it since).
As with the SM model, we take the joined representation just before the fully-connected layer and so max as the query-document similarity vector.
Temporal Modeling Component
On top of a sequence of temporally ordered query-document similarity vectors (the output of the lexical modeling component), we layer a recurrent neural network to capture the temporal clustering of relevant documents (see Figure 1 ). Compared to kernel density estimation, we hypothesized that recurrent neural networks provide a richer, more expressive modeling framework to capture temporal signals that can yield more e ective results.
For our task, we used a variant of recurrent neural networks, bidirectional LSTM (Bi-LSTM) [14] , which have been successfully applied to text similarity tasks [12, 13] . One key feature of LSTMs is their ability to capture long-range dependencies, and a bidirectional LSTM consists of two LSTMs that run in parallel in opposite directions: one (forward LSTM f ) on the input sequence and the other (backward LSTM b ) on the reverse of the sequence. At time step t, the Bi-LSTM hidden state h bi t is a concatenation of the hidden state h for t of LSTM f and the hidden state h back t of LSTM b , representing the neighboring contexts of input t in the temporal sequence.
Given Bi-LSTM output h bi t , the prediction output t of our temporal ranking model at time step t is obtained by passing the Bi-LSTM output through a fully-connected layer and so max as follows:
where the output t indicates the relevance of the document at time step t. W * and b * are learned weight matrices and biases.
Model Training
Although our neural network architecture breaks down into two distinct components, we train the entire model end-to-end in a two-stage manner, with stochastic gradient descent to minimize negative log-likelihood loss of the entire model. In each epoch, we rst train the lexical modeling component independently, and then use the results to generate inputs to the temporal modeling layer.
e losses from all documents are summed together to train the Bi-LSTM and the top layers, while the underlying lexical component is held constant. e reason for this two-stage approach is to restrict the search space during model optimization, since we have limited labeled data for training.
At inference time, we rst retrieve candidate documents from the collection using a standard ranking function. ese documents are then ordered chronologically and fed into the model. e classi cation scores outpu ed by each step of the Bi-LSTM (corresponding to the processing of that document) are used to resort the ranked list, which we take as nal output for evaluation.
EXPERIMENTS 4.1 Experimental Setup
We evaluated our proposed models on Twi er test collections from the TREC 2011 and 2012 Microblog Tracks (49 topics and 59 topics, respectively). Both use the Tweets2011 collection, which consists of an approximately 1% sample (a er some spam removal) of tweets from January 23, 2011 to February 7, 2011 (inclusive), totaling approximately 16 million tweets. Relevance judgments were made on a 3-point scale ("not relevant", "relevant", "highly relevant"), but in this work we treated both higher grades as relevant. We removed all the retweets in our experiments since they are by de nition not relevant according to the assessment guidelines.
To rule out the e ects of di erent preprocessing strategies during collection preparation (i.e., stemming, stopword removal, etc.), we used the open-source implementations of tweet search provided by the TREC Microblog API 1 to retrieve up to 1000 tweets per topic Table 1 : Results from the TREC 2011/2012 Microblog Track test collections, using TREC 2011 data for training and TREC 2012 data for evaluation. Superscripts indicate the row indexes from which the metric di erence is statistically signi cant (p < 0.05) using Fisher's two-sided, paired randomization test.
using query likelihood (QL) for scoring. ese initial results were then reranked using our proposed models. For e ectiveness, we measured average precision (AP) and precision at 15, 30, and 100 (P15, P30, and P100); note that P30 was the o cial metric used in the TREC Microblog Tracks. Since all the models required training, we used the TREC 2011 topics for training and the TREC 2012 topics for evaluation. Additionally, we randomly selected 5% of query-document pairs from the training set as the development set; those selected samples were removed from the training set.
We considered several lexical and temporal baselines to evaluate our models. e standard query likelihood (QL) approach [23] was used as the lexical baseline. We used the kernel density estimation techniques of Efron et al. [8] as our temporal baseline (with the implementation from Rao et al. [29] ). ey proposed four di erent weighting schemes to estimate feedback parameters: uniform, scorebased, rank-based, and oracle.
e rst three take advantage of document timestamp distributions from an initial retrieval, while the oracle method requires actual human relevance judgments. e oracle is useful to illustrate upper bound e ectiveness for KDEbased techniques.
e neural ranking approaches were implemented using the Torch deep learning toolkit (in Lua). For the SM model 2 [33] and the multi-perspective CNN 3 [11] , we took advantage of existing open-source implementations; DSSM is our own re-implementation. We used existing 300-dimensional GloVe [22] word embeddings to encode each word, which was trained on 840 billion tokens and freely available. e vocabulary size of our dataset is 90.3K, with around 37% words not found in the GloVe word embeddings. Unknown words were randomly initialized with values uniformly sampled from [−0.05, 0.05]. During training, we used stochastic gradient descent together with RMS-PROP to iteratively update the model. e output size of the Bi-LSTM layer is 400 and the hidden layer size is 150. e learning rate was initially set to 0.001, and then decreased by a factor of three when the development set Table 1 shows our experimental results, with each row representing an experimental condition (numbered for convenience). For each method, we performed signi cance testing against the lexical baseline (QL) and the best-performing temporal KDE model (rank-based). In addition, we tested the signi cance of di erences between each pair of lexical-only model vs. lexical + temporal model. In all cases, we used Fisher's two-sided, paired randomization test [36] . Superscripts indicate the row indexes for which the metric di erence is statistically signi cant (p < 0.05).
Experimental Results
From the block in Table 1 labeled "Temporal Baselines", we see that the KDE approaches (with the exception of the oracle condition) yield limited improvements over the QL baseline. 4 Looking at the block of Table 1 labeled "Neural Ranking Approaches", we nd that the SM model and DSSM do not appear to be as e ective as the multi-perspective CNN; in particular, the rst two models actually perform worse than the simple QL baseline.
In Table 1 , under "Neural Ranking + Temporal Modeling", we report results from combining the SM model and the multi-perspective CNN with our Bi-LSTM temporal model. In the rst case, the improvement is minor over the SM model alone, but with the multiperspective CNN, the addition of a temporal layer yields signi cant improvements over the multi-perspective CNN alone (condition 8) and also rank-based KDE (condition 4). We also note that the multi-perspective CNN + Bi-LSTM model approaches the e ectiveness of the oracle KDE condition (and in the case of P15, exceeds it, albeit not signi cantly). is suggests that neural networks o er an expressive framework for integrating lexical and temporal signals, potentially beyond what is available to non-parametric density estimation techniques alone, even with oracle input.
While our results are certainly encouraging, there are a number of unresolved issues and open questions; these are avenues for future work. First, we have only experimented on a single collection of tweets, and thus there are questions about the robustness of our results. Second, we have yet to perform detailed error analysis to uncover the di erences between the three neural ranking models we examined, and thus have not answered the why questions: For example, what characteristics of the multi-perspective CNN allow it to serve as an e ective ranker while the SM model and DSSM do not appear to work? As a start, a topic-by-topic analysis might uncover some insights. ird, it is interesting to note that our approaches improve early precision more than average precision: it is unclear if this is due to inherent properties of our model, our reranking setup, or some other reason.
To conclude, we believe that this work is most valuable in providing a general architecture for integrating lexical and temporal signals for information seeking on time-ordered documents. We have already shown that di erent lexical modeling components can be "plugged in"-our experiments examined three neural network models, but more can be straightforwardly explored. Similarly, we can imagine di erent temporal models beyond the Bi-LSTM approach proposed here. In addition, we have shown that our combined lexical and temporal models can be trained end to end, which yields an integrated, exible, and expressive ranking framework.
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